1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Chemiluminescence (CL) has been known as a powerful and important analytical technique because the analytical performance of CL detection is better than that of other common spectroscopic detection methods (such as spectrophotometry and fluorescence), with some advantages including low detection limits, wide linear ranges, high analytical frequency and simple instrumentation[@bib0005]. Liquid-phase CL reactions have been used for the sensitive, selective detection in a wide range of analytical techniques including flow injection analysis (FIA), sequential injection analysis (SIA), high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and capillary electrophoresis (CE). The primary field of application has so far been for process analysis, both off-line and on-line. Moreover, studies are under way for application to environmental, pharmaceutical and clinical analysis.

Time-resolved chemiluminescence is a kinetic-based CL method using the stopped-flow technique, with some advantages such as selectivity, sensitivity and less consumption of the reagents. As a novel detection mode, timeresolved CL has been used for the detection of naloxone [@bib0010], hydrochlorothiazide [@bib0015] and captopril [@bib0020], respectively. In the above-mentioned work, different CL systems were studied using the stopped-flow technique in a continuous-flow system. The mentioned method was based on the recording of the whole CL intensity-versus-time profile that enables the use of total area, CL formation rate and CL decay rate, which are proportional to the analyte concentration. Then, Murillo Pulgarín *et ale*. [@bib0025] developed a time-resolved CL method for the simultaneous stopped-flow determination of morphine and naloxone using a two equation system. In addition, time-resolved electrochemiluminescence of platinum (II) coproporphyrin [@bib0030] and hot electron-induced time-resolved electrogenerated chemiluminescence of a europium (III) label in fully aqueous solutions [@bib0035] have also been reported.

Captopril (1-\[(2S)-3-mercapto-2-methylpropionyl\]-L-proline, CPL) is an orally active inhibitor of the angiotensin-converting enzyme and widely used for the treatment of hypertensive diseases on its own or in combination with other drugs [@bib0040]. Hydrochlorothiazide (6-chloro-3, 4-dihydro-l, 2, 4-benzothiadiazine-7-sulphonamide-l, I-dioxide, HCT) is a popular thiazide diuretic that acts directly on the kidney by increasing the excretion of sodium chloride and water and, to a lesser extent, that of potassium ion as well [@bib0015]. In market, CPL is commercialized with HCT as it can improve the action of hypotensive substances allowing a decrease of the dose in order to prevent possible secondary effects. Quantitative analysis of the samples containing CPL and HCT has been reported by spectrophotometry [@bib0045],[@bib0050] and HPLC [@bib0055], [@bib0060]. However, UV derivative spectrophotometry involves some complicated procedures and is time-consuming. Ouyang *et al*. [@bib0055] reported the determination of CPL and HCT by narrow-bore liquid chromatography combined with CL detection. Subsequently, a pre-column UV derivatization procedure combined with HPLC separation is proposed for the determination of CPL together with HCT in human plasma [@bib0060]. However, these reported methods suffered from disadvantages such as complicated procedure, long response time and requirement of expensive instruments.

The CL detection technique has been successfully developed for the determination of CPL [@bib0020],[@bib0065],[@bib0070] and HCT [@bib0015], [@bib0075], [@bib0080], respectively. Zhang *et at*. [@bib0065] proposed a flow injection CL analytical method for the determination of CPL. The method was based on the CL reaction of CPL with cerium (IV) in sulphuric acid, and sensitized by rhodamine 6G. Later, this same system was also applied for the determination of HCT [@bib0075]. Therefore, the proposed CL method cannot be used for analysis of samples containing both CPL and HCT due to the lack of selectivity. Recently, a time-resolved CL was developed for the determination of HCT and CPL respectively [@bib0015], [@bib0020]. Although there are no mutual interferences on individual determination, its analytical usefulness for the simultaneous determination of CPL and HCT based on their different kinetic behaviors, has never been demonstrated to date.

In recent years, multivariate calibration methods, such as classical least squares (CLS), principal component regression (PCR), partial least squares (PLS) and artificial neural network (ANN), have been applied to the handling of the analytical data obtained in all the instrumentations [@bib0085], [@bib0090], [@bib0095]. Several multivariate calibration methods applied to the CL analysis have been reported, including PLS [@bib0100], [@bib0105], [@bib0110], ANN [@bib0115],[@bib0120] and kalman filter [@bib0125]. ANN based on artificial intelligence is powerful non-parametric non-linear modeling techniques [@bib0130], [@bib0135], [@bib0140]. Li *et at.* [@bib0115] proposed a continuous-flow CL system with back propagation (BP)-ANN calibration for the simultaneous determination of rifampicin and isoniazid. Shen *et at.* [@bib0120] reported a method of simultaneous determination of iron (II) and antimony (III) with ANN combined with flow injection-induced kinetics using liquid CL. In their work, the CL intensity was measured and recorded in a flow system to indirectly show the kinetic properties of analytes. Kinetic methods based on the stopped-flow mixing approach are gaining interest in chemical analysis due to the ease of automation of the instrument operation and data handling. The stopped-flow mixing technique is a very appropriate approach for achieving the reproducible mixing of sample and reagents in CL studies. In addition, coupling a data acquisition unit permits the complete CL intensity-time profile to be obtained easily [@bib0145].

In this paper, a simple time-resolved CL method combined with ANN calibration for the simultaneous determination of CPL and HCT was proposed. The method was based on the different kinetic behaviors of the two analytes in cerium (IV)-rhodamine 6G CL reaction using the stopped-flow technique in a continuous-flow system. Stopped-flow technique was employed in this work in order to emphasize kinetic differences and obtain complete response curves. The CL intensity was measured and recorded every tenth second during the whole process and all the data were processed by ANN calibration. The proposed method was successfully applied to the simultaneous determination of CPL andHCT in pharmaceutical preparations.

2. Theoretical background {#sec0010}
=========================

In this work, the kinetic data obtained from experiments were processed by ANN, which was trained with the backpropagation of errors learning algorithm. Its basic theory and application to chemical problems can be found in the literature [@bib0150]. The neural network performs a non-linear iterative fit of data. The structure of the network comprises three node layers: an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. The nodes in the input layer transfer the input data to all nodes in the hidden layer. These nodes calculate a weighted sum of the inputs that is subsequently subjected to a non-linear transformation$$O_{j} = f\left( {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{l}{S_{i}\omega_{ij}}} \right)$$where *Si* is the input to the node *i* in the input layer, *l* is the number of nodes in the input layer, ω~*ij*~ (weights) are the connections between each node *i* in the input layer and each node j in the hidden layer, *O*~*j*~ is the output of node j in the hidden layer, and *f* is a non-linear function.

The output of the network is a weighted sum of the outputs of the hidden layer and it is considered as the calculated concentration. During the training process (i. e. calibration) the weights are iteratively calculated in order to minimize the sum of squared difference between the known concentrations and the calculated concentrations. The correction of weights Δω~*ij*~ was defined as follows:$$\Delta\omega_{ij(n + 1)}\, = \,\eta\delta_{j}O_{j}\, + \,\alpha\Delta\omega_{ij(n)}$$where *δ*~*j*~ is the error term, *η* is the learning rate, α is the momentum and *n* is the iteration number. The iteration would be finished when the error of prediction reached a minimum.

Principal components analysis (PCA)-ANN is an improved ANN model, which has been applied widely [@bib0150]. In this work, PCA was' applied in the form of data pretreatment of the calibration data matrix of CPL and HCT mixtures, and the PC scores were then used as the input of the network. When the PCA data reduction procedure is applied prior to the construction of the non-linear ANN model, its dimensional effect is to increase the numerical stability of the model construction process and reduce the amount of colinearity between variables. In this study, PCA-ANN architectures were constructed using different number of PCs with one bias node for the input layer. The multilayer feed forward PCA-ANN was trained by the BP algorithm, and the variables of PCA-ANN architecture were optimized to obtain the minimum error of the prediction set.

For the optimized model, two parameters were selected to test the prediction ability of the BP-ANN models for each component: the root mean square difference (RMSD) and the relative prediction error (RPE), which can be calculated for each component as follows: $$\text{RMSD} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}{({\overset{\frown}{y}}_{i} - y_{i})}^{2}}{n}}$$$$\text{RPE} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}{({\widehat{y}}_{i} - y_{i})}^{2}}{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}{\widehat{y}}_{i}^{2}}} \times 100\%$$where ŷ~*i*~ is the true concentration of the analyte in the sample *i*, *y*~*i*~ represents the estimated concentration, and *n* is the total number of samples used in the prediction set.

3. Experimental {#sec0015}
===============

3.1. Apparatus and software {#sec0020}
---------------------------

The flow system was installed in a conventional manifold as shown in [Figure 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}. The reaction reagents \[sample solution, rhodamine 6G and Ce (IV) solutions\] were pumped through the three-line manifold by a peristaltic pump (IFIS-C, Xi'an Ruike Electronic Science-Tech. Co., Ltd., China) with a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min. The reagents went through PTFE flow tubes (Tygon, 0.8 mm i. d.), were carried to the flow cell (a planar coiled colorless glass tubing, 100 mm × 2 mm i.d), and positioned in front of the detection window of the photomultiplier tube (PMT). The CL signal produced in the flow cell was collected with a CR-150 PMT (operated at −600V, Hamamatsu, Tokyo, Japan) of BPCL ultraweak luminescence analyzer (Institute of Biophysics, Academia Sinica, Beijing, China). After the CL signal reached the plateau, the flow was stopped and the dynamic process of CL can be monitored on line with CL kinetic curves. The signal was recorded using a compatible computer equipped with a data acquisition interface. Data acquisition and treatment were performed with BPCL software running under Windows 98.Figure 1Schematic diagram of the stopped-flow CL system used for the determination of CPL and RCT. a, Ce(IV); b, sample solution; c, rhodamine 6G; P, peristaltic pump; Y~1~, Y~2~, three-way junction; F, CL flow cell; BPCL, BPCL ultra-weak luminescence analyzer.

The data pretreatment was done with MATLAB 6.5. The calculations of ANN and the performance of PCA input selections were carried out using Trajan software version 3.0 (Durham, UK) on a Pentium IV personal computer.

3.2. Reagents and solutions {#sec0025}
---------------------------

All the reagents were of analytical grade and all solutions were prepared in doubly distilled water. 8.0 mM Ce (IV) solution (Hunan Institute for Non-ferrous Geology Research) was prepared with 0.1 M sulfuric acid solution daily. A stock solution of 1.0 mM rhodamine 6G (Sigma) was prepared by dissolving 0.0479 g rhodamine 6G in 100 mL water. A standard solution of 0.1 mg/mL hydrochlorothiazide (HCT, Institute of Shaanxi Pharmaceutical Industry, China) was prepared with basic medium and diluted with water to prepare working solutions. Standard solution of 0.1 mg/mL captopril (CPL, Changzhou Pharmaceutical Factory Co., Ltd., China) was prepared by dissolving 10 mg of captopril in water and diluting to 100 mL. Working standard solutions were then prepared by appropriate dilution of this standard solution. Stock solutions of CPL and HCT were stored at the room temperature and protected from the light. Stock solution of 2.0 M H~2~SO~4~ was also prepared.

3.3. Procedures for stopped-flow analysis in a continuous-flow system {#sec0030}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The continuous-flow manifold used to implement the stopped-flow system is depicted schematically in [Figure 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}. The sample and rhodamine 6 G solutions were first mixed at Y~1~ and merged with Ce (IV) solution stream at Y~2~, and then reached the mixing coil, producing the CL signal. The pumping was continued until a stable CL signal was recorded, and then the reagent streams were stopped by turning off the pump for 60 s. In this way, the transient CL signal was continuously monitored to obtain a plot of CL intensity versus time. After measurement, sample solution was washed with the water stream and the CL signal returned to the baseline (produced by the oxidation of rhodamine 6 G) for the next measurement. Finally, the pump was restarted to operate for at least 30 s. After the CL signal reached the plateau, the flow was stopped again.

4. Results and discussion {#sec0035}
=========================

4.1. Kinetic profiles of CPL and HCT in present CL system {#sec0040}
---------------------------------------------------------

Before carrying out the stopped-flow method, the batch method for the CL profiles was applied. For the oxidation reaction between Ce (IV) and rhodamine 6G, a weak light emission was obtained. After adding CPL or HCT into the above mixing solution, an enhancive CL emission was observed. As shown in [Figure 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}, the CL reaction of Ce (IV)-rhodamine 6G-CPL was a rapid-type luminescent one, and the time interval between the start of CL and its maximum was about 5.0 s before the CL intensity gradually decreased to the baseline after 25 s ([Figure 2a](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). However, the CL emission of Ce (IV)-rhodamine 6G-HCT system was slow and long-lived, and the CL intensity increased slowly and reached a plateau in the range of 10--40 s before it gradually decreased with the increase of time ([Figure 2b](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the kinetic properties of CPL and HCT were obviously different in the static system.Figure 2CL-time profiles in the static system. a, 1.0 mL of 1.0 μg/mL CPL + 1.0 mL of the mixture of rhodamine 6G (5.0 μM) and Ce (IV) (8.0 mM in 0.2 M H~2~SO~4~). b, 1.0 mL of 1.0 μg/mL HCT + 1.0 mL of the mixture of rhodamine 6G (5.0 μg/mL) and Ce(IV) (8.0 mM in 0.2 M H~2~ SO~4~). The high voltage was set at --600V.

4.2. CL-time profiles of CPL and HCT in stopped-flow system {#sec0045}
-----------------------------------------------------------

In this work, the stopped-flow technique in a continuous-flow system was used to emphasize the different kinetic behaviors between CPL and HCT. The continuous-flow/stopped-flow allowed the simple extraction of kinetics information with little influence of dispersion-affected variables. The CL registers from Ce (IV)-rhodamine 6G-CPL/HCT reaction were obtained according to stopped-flow theoretical background. The time-intensity register was composed of two regions according to the point where the continuous flow was stopped. Previous to maximum intensity, the register was obtained from a system of continuous sample injection. The response was only the chemical process of formation of a chemical species. After the CL intensity achieved a plateau, the flow was stopped and the register was obtained from a stopped-flow system. In this region, the difference of kinetic characteristic between CPL and HCT was displayed by the CL-time profiles ([Figure 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 3Time-resolved CL analysis plot of repeated injection of samples. a, 1.0 μg/mL CPL; b, 0. 5 μg/mL RCT; c, the mixture of CPL and RCT.

In [Figure 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}, the examples of stopped-flow registers for standard solutions of CPL and HCT and for a mixed sample are shown. From [Figure 3a](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}, it can be seen that CL intensity for CPL standard decayed after the flow was stopped, which is the result of consuming of CL species. [Figure 3b](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"} shows the CL register obtained for HCT standard. The CL intensity continually increased and reached its maximum value, and then gradually decreased with the increase of time. This profile indicated that the CL emission of HCT was long-lived and the light-emitting products were still generated after the flow was stopped. A comparison between [Figure 3a](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"} and [3b](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"} showed that both the luminescence lifetime and the CL intensity of HCT were stronger than those of CPL. Finally, as can be seen from [Figure 3c](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}, the CL register obtained for the mixed solution of CPL and HCT had an intermediate rise. The CL intensity of the mixed solution increased in the continuous-flow system; however, after the flow was stopped, the maximum value of CL intensity decreased sharply compared with that of [Figure 3b](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}. It is evidently shown that there is an interaction between CPL and HCT and the present system is nonlinear. ANN calibration can model the nonlinear system with no prior knowledge of the system and eliminate or reduce the effects of analyte interactions. This ability makes it particularly attractive for calibration in kinetic mixture resolution. Thus, in this paper, we employed ANN algorithms combined with PCA input selection to model a function and predict the concentrations of samples.

4.3. Optimization of experimental conditions {#sec0050}
--------------------------------------------

2.0 × 10^−6^ g/mL CPL and 1.0 × 10^−6^ g/mL HCT solutions were used to optimize the experimental conditions using the stopped-flow technique in a continuous-flow system. The parameters optimized included the concentrations of the reagents used for the CL reaction and the flow rate.

For the Ce (IV), the concentration range of 1.0--10.0 mM was tested. As the concentration of Ce (IV) increased, the CL signal of both CPL and HCT increased. The CL signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) reached maximum when 8.0 mM Ce (IV) was used. Thus, 8.0 mM Ce (IV) was selected for subsequent experiments. Ce (IV) reacts with rhodamine 6G and HCT/CPL to produce light emission in acidic solution. The nature and concentration of the acid used in the reaction were tested in order to obtain the optimal conditions. H~2~SO~4~ produced the strongest CL signal and was selected as an acidic medium. The maximum CL intensity was obtained when the H~2~SO~4~ concentration was between 0. 15 M and 0.25 M, and then CL intensity decreased with the increase of H~2~SO~4~ concentration. Thus, 0.2 M H~2~SO~4~ was chosen for further experiment.

The effect of rhodamine 6G concentration on the CL intensity was investigated in the range of 2.0 × 10^−5^--2.0 × 10^−4^ M. As can be seen from [Figure 4a](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}, the CL intensity for HCT increased gradually with the increase of concentration of rhodamine 6G, and reached a plateau in the range of 5.0 × 10^−5^ -- 1.0 × 10^−4^ M. However, [Figure 4b](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} shows that the CL intensity for CPL decreased rapidly with the increase of the concentration of rhodamine 6G up to 8.0 × 10^−5^ M, above which the CL signal descended only slowly. As a compromise of high sensitivity for CPL and HCT, the concentration of rhodamine 6G was chosen at 5.0 × 10^−5^ M.Figure 4Effect of rhodamine 6G concentration on the CL intensity. a, HCT 0.5 μg/mL; b, CPL 1.0 μg/mL. Ce(IV), 8.0 mM; H~2~ SO~4~, 0.2 M.

The flow rate of the solutions is very important to the CL detection because the time taken to transfer the excited product into the flow cell is critical for maximum collection of the emitted light. The effect of flow rate on the kinetic curve was studied over the range of 1.0--3.0 mL/min under the above selected conditions and it was found that the signalto-noise ratio almost remained constant with increasing flow rate. As a compromise between CL intensity and background noise, a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min was recommended.

4.4. Univariate calibration {#sec0055}
---------------------------

Under the optimum conditions described above, the calibration graph of emission intensity versus CPL concentration was linear in the range 0.2--4.0 μg/mL and the detection limit was 0.08 μg/mL (3σ). The calibration graph of emission intensity versus HeT concentration was linear in the range 0.1--6.0 μg/mL and the detection limit was 0.03 μg/mL (3σ). The relative standard deviations (*n* = 9) were 2.9% for 1.0 μg/mL CPL and 2.1% for 1.0 μg/mL HCT, respectively.

4.5. Multivariate calibration {#sec0060}
-----------------------------

In this experiment, calibration data matrix of CPL and HCT mixtures was established according to the principle of orthogonal design (5^2^). The concentration data of the standards are listed in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}. In order to avoid "over training", the data set consisting of 25 standard solutions with different concentrations of CPL and HCT was divided into the training set and test set at random. Thus weights are calculated from a training set while the concentration of the test set is being simultaneously predicted. To evaluate the prediction ability of ANN model, a set of 6 synthetic verification mixtures containing the two analytes were prepared. All the data were mean centered before PCA procedure and ANN training.Table 1Concentration data for different mixtures used for calibration of captopril (CPL) and hydrochlorothiazide (HCT)MixtureCPL(×10^−6^g/mL)HCT(×10^−6^g/mL)10.50.320.50.930.51.540.53.050.56.061.00.371.00.981.01.591.03.0101.06.0111.50.3121.50.9131.51.5141.53.0151.56.0162.50.3172.50.9182.51.5192.53.0202.56.0215.00.3225.00.9235.01.5245.03.0255.06.0

In this section, CL kinetic data from the beginning of the stopped-flow up to 60 s were chosen for the calculations, which contained 600 points that were collected every tenth second. When no PCA procedure was performed, 600 data had to be used as input variables of ANN. Therefore, PCA of the kinetic data of the calibration mixtures was previously performed and the scores of this model were used as input data to the network. This reduces the ANN-training time substantially without losing information. In this analysis, the number of principal components to be included in the PCA-ANN model was investigated and the optimum number of PCs was obtained. The RPE obtained with the number of PCs was plotted ([Figure 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}), and from these graphs it is clear that the RPE for each analyte reached a minimum at six PCs for both analytes, and thus six were selected for modeling. All parameters for the network models were tested, and those chosen for inclusion in the analytical model corresponded to the minimum value of the RPE.Figure 5Plot of RPE of binary mixtures *vs*. the number of principal components used in PCA-ANN

Error back-propagation (BP) network is one of the most widely used ANN in solving the problem of regression or classification. Therefore, in this paper, the application of BP-ANN for the determination of binary mixtures was studied. The PCA process of the data set gave six important principal components, which represented nearly 100% of the variability in the data set. Therefore, the six principal components were applied as the corrected input variables to the corresponding BP-ANN model instead of the original data. When the six principal components were investigated, the Trajan automatic network designer designed a 6:4:2 BP-ANN in 1000 iteration times with unit penalty 0. 01. After the models were established and trained respectively, we use the models to predict 6 synthetic mixtures. All the calculated results in this section are listed in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}. From the calculated results, it is shown that PCA-ANN is a more effective calibration method with better prediction (lower RPEs). The PCA-ANN modeling simplified the training procedure of the ANN; the inclusion of only the significant PCs in the model decreased the contribution of experimental noise and other minor extraneous factors.Table 2Prediction results for synthetic mixtures of CPL and RCTSynthetic mixtureCPL (× 10^−6^ g/mL)HCT (× 10^−6^ g/mL)AddedFoundAddedFoundNo.11.01.040.60.67No.21.01.071.00.94No.31.01.161.21.12No.41.61.511.00.90No.51.61.600.60.69No.62.01.950.60.57RMSD0.080.07RPE5.888.68

4.6. Interference study {#sec0065}
-----------------------

Some common ions and exclplents in the pharmaceutical product were investigated to test their influence on the determination of the two analytes by the proposed method. The effect was examined by analyzing a standard mixture solution of 1.0 μg/mL HCT and 1.6 μg/mL CPL to which increasing amounts of interfering species were added. The tolerable concentration ratios for interference at the 5% level were over 1 000 for Na^+^, Mg^2+^, Ba^2+^, K^+^, Cl^--^, SO~4~^2--^, and NO~3~^--^; 500 for starch, dextrin, glucose, sucrose and lactose; 100 for fructose and EDTA; and 10 for ascorbic acid. These results indicate that some common ions and excipients hardly have effect on the determination of CPL and HCT. Thus, the selectivity for the proposed method is satisfactory and the present method may be directly applied to the determination of CPL and HCT in pharmaceutical preparations.

4.7. Application to analysis of tablets {#sec0070}
---------------------------------------

The proposed method was also successfully applied to the determination of CPL and HCT in two commercial tablets according to the procedures described by Murillo Pulgarín *et al* [@bib0015]. The analytical results obtained by PCA-ANN, and the recovery results by the standard addition are summarized in [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}, which agree well with the manufacturers' stated contents. The results show that the prediction ability of the proposed PCA-ANN model for the two analytes in real samples is satisfactory.Table 3Determination of CPL and HCT in tablets by PCA-ANN methodSampleLabeled value (mg)Proposed method (mg)Added(×10^−6^g/mL)Recovered (×10^−6^g/mL)Recovery (%)CPLHCTCPLHCTCPLHCTCPLHCTCPLHCTNo.110.06.09.896.170.50\
1.000.30\
0.600.49\
0.960.29\
0.5998\
9697\
98No.210.06.010.356.340.50\
1.000.30\
0.900.53\
0.950.31\
0.87106\
95103\
97

5. Conclusion {#sec0075}
=============

In this paper, a simple time-resolved CL system combined with artificial neural network calibration was successfully applied to the simultaneous determination of CPL and HCT in compound formulations without prior separation. The present results demonstrate that the coupling of the stopped-flow mixing technique and the CL reaction of CPL or HCT with cerium (IV) and rhodamine 6G is a very suitable approach for the extraction of kinetics information and obtaining complete response curves. Compared with reported methods (HPLC and UV), this method has the potential advantages of simple apparatus, convenient operation, high sensitivity and less reagent consumption. Further studies are being carried out to expand its application for the simultaneous determination of multicomponent substances in the complex system.
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